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Composition-tuned metal–organic thin-film structures based on photoswitchable azobenzene by ALD/MLD

Aida Khayyami, Anish Philip, Jenna Multia and Maarit Karppinen*

We demonstrate the fabrication of in-situ crystalline thin films of various azobenzene (AZO) based metal–organic structures using the atomic/molecular layer deposition (ALD/MLD) technique; these are highly intriguing materials as azobenzene is one of the prototype organic molecules experiencing photosomerization. Our Li-, Ca and Fe-AZO thin films deposited from Li(thd) (thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione), Ca(thd)2, FeCl3 and azobenzene-4,4’-dicarboxylic acid precursors in the temperature range of 250–360 °C exhibit metal-AZO structures not known from bulk samples. In all these structures, the AZO linker molecules are free to undergo the characteristic trans–cis photosomerization reaction upon UV (360 nm) irradiation. However, this lowers the degree of crystallinity. To address the issue, we investigate hetero-organic structures where TPA (terephthalic acid) is used as another linker component together with AZO. This allows the trans–cis reaction of the AZO moieties to occur without compromising the film crystallinity. Finally, we demonstrate the growth of MOF-on-MOF type Ca-ADA@Ca-TPA thin films also showing the efficient photosomerization reaction.

Introduction

Crystalline metal–organic materials composed of metal ions linked together via organic ligands, i.e. so-called coordination polymers (CPs) and metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), have been leading the research forefront already for years.1,2 The wide range of the possible building blocks has made the CP/MOF material family as a kind of chemists’ dream. These materials can be made mechanically flexible and highly porous and tuned by design for multiple electrical, optical, magnetic, and chemical functionalities. In addition, different types of hybrid structures have been made by (i) conjugating an MOF material with functional nanoparticles, (ii) mixing two different metal species or organic linkers within the metal–organic structure for a bimetallic or hetero-organic MOF, or (iii) growing different metal–organic materials on top of each other for MOF@MOF-type heterostructures.3–8

Among the organic linkers, azobenzene (AZO; –C6H4–N=N–C6H4–) is one of the most intriguing choices as it can undergo a photoisomerization about its N=N bond from the longer trans isomer to the shorter cis isomer upon ultraviolet (UV) light irradiation, and thereby function as a photoswitch for a dimension change in the MOF lattice.9,10 However, in most of the cases the metal–organic crystal lattice actually poses serious geometrical constraints for the trans–cis transformation to occur efficiently; in practice, the most promising candidates are those MOF structures in which the photoactive organic moiety is diluted with a non-active organic moiety.11–13

Atomic/molecular layer deposition (ALD/MLD) is a state-of-the-art technique for the fabrication of crystalline metal–organic thin films from gaseous metal-bearing and organic precursors.14–17 In this method, ALD (atomic layer deposition) pulses of the chosen metal precursor are combined with the MLD (molecular layer deposition) pulses of the organic precursor. This enables the in situ growth of the metal–organic thin film with atomic/molecular level precision for the film thickness and composition.18–20 Most importantly, it should be uniquely suited for the introduction of multiple metal or organic components, i.e. composition tuning. While being straightforward in principle, this has not yet been challenged in practice with any MOF-like materials. A somewhat similar layer-engineering/mixing approach, though, has been utilized for inorganic–organic superlattice structures, such as the ZnO–benzene films for thermoelectrics,21,22 in which typically monomolecular organic layers are embedded within thicker inorganic blocks.

Recently, we pioneered the ALD/MLD fabrication of crystalline photoswitchable azobenzene-based Fe-AZO thin films.23 Here in this work, we extend this approach to other M-AZO
films with different (M) constituents; we chose monovalent Li and divalent Ca to replace the trivalent Fe, with the anticipation that the differently charged and presumably also coordinated M cations would yield different M-ADA structures for an interesting comparison. We also challenge the growth of hetero-organic Fe-(AZO, TPA) (TPA = terephthalic acid) films to reveal that they can maintain the crystallinity better than the binary Fe-ADA films upon UV-driven photoisomerization. Finally, we report the ALD/MLD of photo-switchable Ca-ADA@Ca-TPA bilayer structures.

**Experimental**

In our ALD/MLD processes, the following precursors were employed: in-house synthesized Li(thd) and Ca(thd)$_2$ (thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedione), FeCl$_3$ (Merck, 95%), benzene-1,4-dicarboxylic acid (TPA; Tokyo Chemical Industry Co. Ltd), and azobenzene-4,4’-dicarboxylic acid (ADA; TCI, 95%), see Fig. 1 for the molecular structures. These precursors were sublimated and sequentially pulsed into the reactor (flow-type hot-wall ALD reactor; F-120 by ASM Microchemistry Ltd). Nitrogen (>99.999%, Schmidlin UHPN 3000 N$_2$ generator) was used as a carrier and purging gas, and the pressure inside the reactor was 3–4 mbar. To reach the precursor vapour pressures required for the efficient transport of the precursors to the substrate, the precursor powders were placed in open heated boats inside the reactor. The heating temperatures and pulse/purge lengths were: 175 °C and 5 s/5 s for Li(thd), 190 °C and 5 s/5 s for Ca(thd)$_2$, 158 °C and 2.5 s/10 s for FeCl$_3$, 180–185 °C and 10 s/15 s (M = Li and Ca) and 25 s/50 s (M = Fe) for TPA and 240–280 °C and 10 s/30 s for ADA. For the deposition of the hetero-organic Fe-ADA-Fe-TPA films, the pulse/purge sequence was 2.5 s FeCl$_3$/10 s N$_2$/20 s ADA/50 s N$_2$/4 s FeCl$_3$/8 s N$_2$/25 s TPA/50 s N$_2$. All the deposition temperatures are given in the text later on. The depositions were performed on Si (100) and quartz slide substrates; the latter substrates were used for the UV-vis spectroscopy measurements.

Film thicknesses were determined from X-ray reflectivity (XRR; PANalytical XPert PRO Alfa 1) data fitted by the XPert Reflectivity software by PANalytical; the thickness value was further divided by the number of deposition cycles to obtain the so-called growth-per-cycle (GPC) value. Film densities were calculated from the XRR patterns based on the dependency of critical angle $\theta_c$ and mean electron density $\rho_e$ of the film material, namely, $\rho_e = (\theta_c^2 \pi)/(2 r_e \lambda)$, where $\lambda$ is the X-ray wavelength and $r_e$ is the classical electron radius. The crystallinity of the films was investigated by grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD; PANalytical XPert PRO Alfa 1; Cu K$_\alpha$ radiation; incident angle 0.5°).

The surface morphology of the films was studied with scanning electron microscopy (SEM; Hitachi S-4700). The sample specimen was prepared by sputtering an Au–Pd mixture on top of it and analyzing it at a voltage of 10 kV and a current of 15 μA. For elemental analysis, the energy dispersive X-ray spectra (EDX; Tescan Mira3) were recorded at a voltage of 2 kV, operating on a Noran System Six (NSS) software.

For the chemical composition, the films were analyzed with Fourier transform infrared (FTIR; Bruker Alpha II) spectroscopy. The measurements were carried out in a transmission mode in the range of 400–4000 cm$^{-1}$ with a resolution of 4 cm$^{-1}$; each given spectrum is an average of 24 measured spectra, from which a spectrum of blank Si is subtracted.

The UV-vis absorbance spectra were recorded for the samples (grown on quartz substrates) in the wavelength range of 200–600 nm (Shimadzu UV-2600 spectrometer). Photoisomerization experiments were carried out under irradiation by UV light (365 nm) using a 200 W xenon-doped mercury lamp (Hamamatsu Lightningcure LC8; cut-off filter for $\lambda = 300$–480 nm). At the working distance of 10 mm, the photon flux was 3000 mW cm$^{-2}$.

**Results and discussion**

**M-ADA (M = Li, Ca, Fe) films**

Among the three M-ADA (M = Li, Ca, Fe) materials investigated, the basic ALD/MLD processes were already reported for Fe-ADA and Li-ADA in our earlier works. For the present work, we elaborated these processes further, and developed an entirely new ALD/MLD process for Ca-ADA. As an exemplary case, we in the following discuss the process parameter optimization for the Ca(thd)$_2$ + ADA process. It should be noted that the growth characteristics including the growth rates were found to be very similar for the two thd-based processes, Ca(thd)$_2$ + ADA and Li(thd)$_2$ + ADA. All the three processes, however, yielded high-quality, homogeneous, and air-stable thin films.

In Fig. 2, the deposition parameter optimization for the Ca(thd)$_2$ + ADA process is presented. First, we searched for the optimal temperature range for the depositions using the following ALD/MLD cycle: 5 s Ca(thd)$_2$ pulse → 5 s N$_2$ purge → 10 s ADA pulse → 30 s N$_2$ purge. In Fig. 2(a), the resultant GPC value is plotted against the deposition temperature. Within
280–320 °C, the growth rate remains quite high and relatively constant at ca. 3.4 Å/cycle, after which it starts to decline to ca. 1.5 Å/cycle at 360 °C.

In the next step, we confirmed the fulfillment of the surface saturation criterion for both precursors by gradually increasing the pulse length of one of the precursors at a time while keeping the pulse length for the other precursor fixed, and then monitoring the changes in the GPC value accordingly; these experiments were performed at 290 °C. On the basis of Fig. 2(b), the surface reactions reach saturation in 5 s for Ca(thd)$_2$ and in 10 s for ADA. Thus, we fixed the pulse/purge lengths as follows: 5 s/5 s for Ca(thd)$_2$/N$_2$ and 10 s/30 s for ADA/N$_2$. Finally, we confirmed that the process exhibits linear dependency of the film thickness on the number of deposition cycles, as expected for an ideal ALD/MLD process (Fig. 2(c)).

Based on the ALD/MLD process parameter optimizations, we grew the M-ADA films for the rest of the experiments as follows: Li-ADA films at 270 °C with GPC = 7.0 Å/cycle, Ca-ADA films at 290 °C with GPC = 3.4 Å/cycle, and Fe-ADA films at 280 °C with GPC = 25 Å/cycle. The lower GPC values for the three M-ADA films from the XRR data; interestingly, the increase in density, i.e. Li-ADA 1.40, Ca-ADA 1.45, and Fe-ADA 1.50 (in g cm$^{-3}$), follows the expected trend taking into account the metal atom masses and ion sizes.

We could also investigate the bonding structures using FTIR spectroscopy, see Fig. 3(b). Firstly, for all the three M-ADA films, the region of 1700 cm$^{-1}$ is featureless; this confirms that the ligands of the metal precursors are completely dispatched and the free COOH groups have reacted upon the film growth to form the carboxylate–metal bonds. In all the spectra, the dominant absorption bands are seen around 1400 and 1600 cm$^{-1}$, arising from the asymmetric ($\nu_{as}$) and symmetric ($\nu_{s}$) COO$^-$ stretchings, respectively. The sharpness of these carboxylate bands is an indication of the crystallinity of the films. Most importantly, the distance ($\Delta$) between the two COO$^-$ bands falls between 130 $<$ $\Delta$ $<$ 200 cm$^{-1}$ for all the three films, suggesting that the bonding is of the bridging type.$^{26}$

In our previous work, we used X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to verify the trivalent oxidation state of iron in the Fe-ADA films.$^{23}$ The XPS data also confirmed the presence of all the intended elements (Fe, C, O, and N) and revealed the N : Fe ratio at ca. 2.6. Taking the bridging-type bonding into account, this ratio suggests that the coordination number of iron is five or six. In the present study, we used SEM-EDX to confirm the presence of all the intended elements in our three M-ADA films (Fig. 4). The top-view SEM images in Fig. 4 indicate the largest grains for Li-ADA.

The UV-vis absorption spectra are depicted in Fig. 5, both for the as-deposited Li-ADA, Ca-ADA, and Fe-ADA films and for the same films taken after being irradiated with UV light (365 nm) for specific time intervals; note that the data for Fe-ADA are replotted from our previous work.$^{23}$ The strong absorption band due to the $\pi^*$ transition of the azobenzene $trans$ isomer$^{27-29}$ is seen for the as-deposited films at 310, 320, and 333 nm for M = Li, Ca and Fe, respectively. The cis isomer exhibits a weak (forbidden) n-$\pi^*$ band at 400–550 nm$^{30}$; this is naturally absent for the as-deposited films.

Then, upon irradiating the samples with UV light for longer time periods, the $trans$-$to$-$cis$ photoisomerization gradually occurs for all the three M-ADA films, seen as a gradual inten-
sity loss of the π–π* band around 310–330 nm. Also seen is a slight blue shift of the peak position and also a tiny intensity gain around 400–550 nm as a fingerprint of the cis form (n–π*). The trans π–π* band nearly disappears for all the samples after sufficient irradiation time, indicating an almost complete trans-to-cis isomerization.27,31 From Fig. 5(d), this reaction occurs fastest for Li-ADA. For bulk M-AZO samples in literature, only in rare cases the trans-to-cis transition is realized to this extent, and if the transition is realized it is typically accompanied by a massive destruction of the crystal lattice.13 We systematically recorded GIXRD patterns and FTIR spectra for our irradiated M-AZO films (Fig. 6). Surprisingly, even though the degree of crystallinity is clearly lowered, our thin films are still crystalline after an irradiation period of 120 min.

Fe-ADA–Fe-TPA superstructures

To investigate whether we could ease the photoisomerization reaction by diluting the concentration of the photoactive ADA moieties in the lattice, we deposited the Fe-ADA–Fe-TPA films by mixing the FeCl₃ + ADA and FeCl₃ + TPA deposition cycles on a 1:1 basis (at the deposition temperature 280 °C). This was done with the anticipation that the crystal lattice could more easily accommodate the strain caused by the trans–cis transformation. In Fig. 7, we display the GIXRD patterns and FTIR spectra for these Fe-ADA–Fe-TPA films together with the patterns recorded for Fe-TPA and Fe-ADA for comparison. Firstly, the mixed Fe-ADA–Fe-TPA films are crystalline as well. Secondly, the diffraction pattern shows several common features with those of Fe-ADA and Fe-TPA but it is not identical to either one. Most importantly, an additional low-angle peak appears at the d-value of ca. 8.7 Å. Hence it seems that the ADA and TPA linkers are organized into a kind of superstructure. We also determined the densities for all the three thin films from their XRR data; as expected, the density (in g cm⁻³) of the Fe-ADA–Fe-TPA film (1.30) is between those of Fe-
ADA (1.50) and Fe-TPA (1.17). Moreover, from the EDX data shown in Fig. 4, it is seen that upon TPA-dilution, the N:Fe ratio decreases as expected. Finally, FTIR analysis revealed both Fe-ADA and Fe-TPA types of bonding features for the Fe-ADA–Fe-TPA film; from Fig. 7(b), the two sets of $\nu_s$ and $\nu_{as}$ carboxylate peaks are seen at 1395 and 1591 cm$^{-1}$ ($\Delta = 196$ cm$^{-1}$; bridging-type binding) like in Fe-ADA and at 1395 and 1503 cm$^{-1}$ ($\Delta = 110$ cm$^{-1}$; bidentate binding) like in Fe-TPA. The UV-vis absorption spectra for the Fe-ADA–Fe-TPA film (before and after irradiation) are shown in Fig. 8(a). In addition to the AZO-$\pi$-$\pi^*$ absorption peak at 322 nm, the characteristic 245 nm peak of the TPA linker is also seen. Upon UV (365 nm) irradiation, the intensity of the AZO-$\pi$-$\pi^*$ absorption peak gradually decreases, indicating the progress of the trans–cis photoisomerization reaction. From Fig. 8(b), we can see that the isomerization kinetics are essentially of the same level for the Fe-ADA–Fe-TPA and Fe-ADA films. At the same time, we can see from the GIXRD patterns (Fig. 8(c)) and FTIR spectra (Fig. 8(d)) recorded for the irradiated Fe-ADA–Fe-TPA film in intervals of 15 min that the crystal/bonding structure is nearly perfectly preserved. Hence, we can conclude that the presence of a secondary non-photoresponsive linker may indeed help us to realize the trans–cis photoisomerization of the ADA linker without destroying the crystal lattice.

Ca-ADA@Ca-TPA films

Finally, we investigated the possibility of depositing crystalline MOF-on-MOF-type films by ALD/MLD. For these experiments, we selected the Ca-ADA@Ca-TPA system, since (i) the ALD/MLD process for in situ crystalline Ca-TPA thin films was known from our previous work and (ii) the crystal structure of Ca-TPA was known from bulk samples. From Fig. 9(a) and (b), we can see that the GIXRD pattern and FTIR spectrum for our as-deposited Ca-ADA@Ca-TPA film superimpose – as expected – those of Ca-TPA and Ca-ADA shown for comparison. Most interestingly, the GIXRD peaks are most intense and the FTIR features are sharpest for the Ca-ADA@Ca-TPA film, indicating that Ca-ADA crystallizes more perfectly when it is grown on top of crystalline Ca-TPA surface (compared to the Si or glass substrate surfaces). Then, Fig. 9(c) and (d) illustrate the photoisomerization behaviour of the Ca-ADA@Ca-TPA film; compared to the plain Ca-ADA film, the more crystalline Ca-ADA@Ca-TPA film shows even somewhat faster photoisomerization reaction.

Conclusions

In the first part of this study, we successfully expanded our pioneering ALD/MLD work on photoresponsive Fe-ADA thin
films to Ca-ADA and Li-ADA films. While the Fe-ADA films were grown using FeCl₃ as the metal precursor, in the present Ca-ADA and Li-ADA processes we utilized much bulkier Ca(thd)₂ and Li(thd) precursors. This naturally resulted in considerably lower growth rates; nevertheless, the films grew in situ crystalline. Tentatively, we concluded that all the three M-AZO (M = Fe, Ca, Li) materials have different (unknown) crystal structures, a fact that is well explained by the different valence states and apparently also different coordination numbers of the three metal constituents. Most importantly, despite the different crystal structures, we could demonstrate the trans-cis photoisomerization of the AZO moieties for the Li-ADA and Ca-ADA films as well.

In the second part of this study, we challenged for the first time the possibility to deposit different types of mixed metal-organic structures by ALD/MLD. For Ca-ADA@Ca-TPA films, we could show that the underlying Ca-TPA film improved the crystallinity of the Ca-ADA film grown on top of it. Most importantly, we were also able to grow Fe-ADA–Fe-TPA superstructured films with a 1:1 frequency of the Fe-ADA and Fe-TPA cycles applied. For these thin films, improved crystallinity retention upon the photoisomerization reaction was demonstrated, which was attributed to the successful dilution of the photoactive ADA linkers with the non-active TPA linkers.

Accordingly, our work has represented several new strategies to exploit the ALD/MLD technique in synthesizing exciting new metal–organic crystals with novel/complex compositions and enhanced functionalities.
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